AERO CLEANING PRODUCTS

AERO SHINE DRY WASH AND PROTECTANT

SHINE is a revolutionary new method of washing and shining your aircraft. It provides a protective coating on your paint in minutes, without water. No buckets, no hoses, no rinsing and drying! Simply spray on the surface and wipe dry. The unique formulation dissolves dirt and stains such as tree sap and bugs. Special lubricating agents encapsulate the dirt so that it can easily be wiped off your aircraft’s delicate surface without scratching. It also leaves a protective film that provides gloss, color enhancement and smoothness that conventional washes fail to deliver.

16 oz. Spray................. P/N 09-04031 .......... $22.49
Gallon................. P/N 09-04039 .......... $79.95

AERO SUDS EXTERIOR SOAP

SUDS Exterior Soap has been specially formulated to powerfully clean your car or aircraft as it protects your wax finish. SUDS is the perfect balance of shielding your wax and protective coatings, while also removing unsightly dirt and road grime. SUDS, the ultimate soap that helps to keep a shine on your paint without harsh stripping agents that can damage surfaces, is environmentally friendly and biodegradable. With SUDS you do not have to worry about water spots or causing “spider web” marks in your paint finish because of its revolutionary lubricating agents to remove the dirt.

2.5 oz. ......................... P/N 09-04056 .......... $4.49
16 oz. ......................... P/N 09-04064 .......... $19.99
Gallon ......................... P/N 09-04065 .......... $77.50

AERO FINALE FINAL DETAILER

Water spots, streaks and undesirable dye between washes are a thing of the past once you use FINALE on your aircraft. Formulated for both interior and exterior surfaces. Its lubricating agents encapsulate dirt and grime allowing fragile surfaces on your plane, such as paint, to be safe from scratches. Not only does FINALE add a desirable shine and polished look to your plane, but it also places a thin, protective barrier between your car and the elements.

16 oz. ......................... P/N 09-04030 .......... $18.89
Gallon ......................... P/N 09-04039 .......... $50.85

AERO POLISH METAL POLISH

POLISH delivers shine and protection to aluminum, stainless steel, chrome, gold, silver, copper, brass and magnesium. Other paste-type polishes only permit small areas to be shined at once. Their polishing products cannot be allowed to dry or they become difficult (if not impossible) to remove. But with POLISH, users can polish an entire surface, allow it to dry and simply dust it off. What’s left is a beautiful shine without the repetitive rub-on, wipe-off exercise required by other polishes. This product actually has certain proprietary ingredients that allow our POLISH to become finer and finer the more you rub it in.

16 oz. ......................... P/N 09-04037 .......... $35.99
Gallon ......................... P/N 09-04046 .......... $129.50

AERO IMMACULATE INTERIOR CLEANER

Trusted to outperform all other interior cleaners. To ensure that Aero’s aerospace clients keep their planes looking their best, they recommend they use this product between every major detail service. Now available to you, IMMACULATE is the secret to how flight crews around the globe keep their VIP aircraft looking brand new. Imagine how IMMACULATE your car or aircraft’s interior will look after using it.

16 oz. ......................... P/N 09-04043 .......... $18.89
Gallon ......................... P/N 09-04042 .......... $68.85

AERO 6 PACK TRAVEL CLEANING KIT

To add convenience on the go, AERO has packaged six of their top selling interior and exterior products into a customer embroidered AERO carrying case. The set also includes AERO’s 300 GSM microfiber towel or towels depending on the size, so pilots have all the necessary tools to clean and detail their plane anywhere. 6 Pack Traveler Series is perfect for that shine on the fly.

Mini 6 Pack Traveler includes 2.5 oz. bottles of: - SHINE, FINALE, AWAY, IMMACULATE, VIEW and SPOT. We also include 1 300GSM Pro Series Microfiber towel, a custom AERO embroidered travel bag and the AERO brochure. P/N 09-04047 ............................... $33.95

The 6 Pack Traveler includes 16 oz. bottles of: - SHINE, FINALE, AWAY, IMMACULATE, VIEW and PROTECT. Also included are: 4-300GSM Pro Series Microfiber towels, 1-600GSM Pro Series Microfiber towel, a custom AERO embroidered travel bag and the AERO brochure. P/N 09-04045 ........................................... $139.99
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